
1 Beyond Cameras 
Clearly capture everyone in the room.

Get closer 

Clearly better hybrid meetings start with seeing 
everyone clearly. With 1 Beyond PTZ cameras’ broadcast-
quality video and optical zoom up to 20x, you can bring 
in-room participants closer without losing resolution — 
even the people furthest away from the camera. Deliver 
a premium experience for both in-person and remote 
participants that matches the level of professionalism of 
the meetings held in those spaces.

Make your largest spaces feel intimate and every 
interaction immediate

i-Series cameras feature built-in group framing and 
presenter tracking which ensures all participants can be 
seen and are centered in the frame. 1 Beyond cameras 
paired with Crestron Automate VX™ technology adds 
multi-camera speaker tracking.

Switch cameras automatically with built-in Visual AI

Some meetings, such as presentations with an audience, 
require more than a single static view. Visual AI 
automatically performs switching between two i12 model 
cameras to keep the action front and center. Or manually 
control them from your touch screen.

Key benefits

• Broadcast-quality video and optical zoom 
ensure clear, crisp view of everyone in the room

• Industry-leading visual AI intelligently frames  
in-room participants

• Multi-camera support captures every angle

• Can be used as part of a room solution  
or standalone

• Simple to install, deploy, and use

• USB, NDI | HX, HDMI® connectivity, and  
SDI outputs for compatibility with any  
video platform
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Built-In Visual AI
Group Framing, 
Presenter Tracking, 
Multi-Camera Switching

Presenter Tracking, 
Group Tracking,  
Preset Zones
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Speaker Tracking  
with Automate VX 
technology
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Optical Zoom 12x 20x 12x 20x

Use Case Medium to Large 
Conference Rooms

Large and  
Extra Large Rooms

Medium to  
Large Spaces

Large and  
Extra-Large Spaces

Output USB 3.0, HDMI, HDI-SDI  USB 3.0, HDMI,  
HDI-SDI, NDI | HX

USB 3.0, HDMI,  
HDI-SDI, NDI | HX

USB 3.0, HDMI,  
HDI-SDI, NDI | HX

Included Mount — Wall Mount Universal  
Mounting Bracket

Universal  
Mounting Bracket

Color Options Moon Gray Moon Gray,  
Bright White

Moon Gray,  
Bright White

Moon Gray,  
Bright White

Flexibility to use as part of a room solution  
or standalone solution

Works with Microsoft Teams® Rooms and Zoom 
Rooms® software, 1 Beyond cameras bring a one-
touch join experience to your medium and large 
rooms with clear, crisp intelligent video. Add to your 
Crestron Flex systems or any other existing rooms 
with videoconferencing. Or add speaker tracking 
with Automate VX™ technology.

Beyond simple  
to install and deploy

1 Beyond Camera Manager software makes setup 
and monitoring quick and intuitive. Connect to your 
video conferencing system via the array of standard 
outputs. Install any way you want — upright, wall-
inverted, wall-stacked, or ceiling-inverted — using our 
patent-pending universal mount.

https://www.crestron.com/1beyond

